WANTED: IDP-Student
this is about YOU, the future of insurance and a stunning alpine view

We are keysurance, a startup revolutionizing the car insurance business. By gathering driving experience from company cars, car sharing, and car rental services, we offer our users premium-discounts of up to -66% on their private car insurance contracts. Therefore we are developing a digital driver's log with interfaces to all common mobility providers (e.g. car sharing services). Based on this data, our insurance partners can offer discounts on the private car insurance premium of our users.

At the moment, we are looking for students who would like to do their IDP within our startup. So, who could support us better than YOU?

YOU - A creative and highly motivated student searching for a cool IDP at a startup, who is willing to take over responsibility and also wants to revolutionize the insurance business. We value smart humans with a great cultural fit, creative mindset and a passion to drive more than past experience.

Possible Topics for your IDP:
- **Frontend** web development (HTML, CSS, JavaScript, AngularJS, CMS)
- **Backend** development (Python, API-Design)
- **Database systems** & administration (Amazon Web Services, SQL)
- We also offer some special topics in the field of Blockchain

Theoretical Part (Lecture options):
- Global Entrepreneurship
- Innovative Unternehmer
- Technology and Innovation Management
- Entrepreneurship
- Strategy & Organization
- Of course you can also make your own suggestions

Your profile:
- **Student** of computer science, computer engineering or a related field
- High motivation and **willingness to learn**
- **Willingness to work interdisciplinary** with the business development and the CTO
- It is possible to work in **full- and part-time**
- Team applications possible

What we offer:
- **Advisor** from keysurance and one from the Entrepreneurship Research Institute
- A friendly & respectful team, as well as enough space for **your own ideas**
- **Hands-on experience** on how to build a product and company from scratch
- **Responsibility** in key competence area
- Direct access and support by top-level industry partners
- An **office** on the 22nd floor of the IBM Highlight Towers, with a great **view over Munich**
Ready to take the challenge? Please send an email including your CV to quirin@keysurance.de.

We look forward to hearing from you!

Your keysurance-Team!